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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study describes a new and enriched program 
designed to Improve the spelling abilities of the pupils 
In an eighth grade class. An attempt has been made to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the project In terms of an 
Initial and final achievement testing program.
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
The ability to spell correctly In Itself hardly 
makes an Individual a better person» nor Is It necessarily 
Indicative of profound knowledge. Proper spelling Is 
Important » however, because failure to spell correctly Is 
a definite handicap both In school and In civilian life.
Our problem In the schools of today Is to teach spelling, 
often an unpleasant subject for students, In such a way 
that It becomes as enjoyable as possible. If spelling 
Is taught In an interesting and efficient manner It 
usually follows that pupils tend to spell better.
The need for Improved spelling Instruction Is 
emphasized by Bllllngton:
There Is ample evidence that the time and effort spent In teaching spelling have not brought the desired results. Even %dille they are studying spelling
- 1-
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dally, some children spell a word correctly in a spelling test, but misspell it the very same day in a science or social studies paper. Many parents feel that their children are not making adequate 
progress in spelling. After formal spelling instruc­tion has stopped, it is obvious that many former pupils have gained no permanent spelling ability. Employers universally complain that their employees cannot spell. Armed services tests bear them out. Clearly, every effort should be made to improve results in spelling.!
The universal feeling that students are not ade­
quately being taught to spell is unique in that it doesn* t 
apply to the teaching of other subjects. According to 
Morse^ today's schools teach the three R's more effec­
tively than ever before. All of the evidence presented 
by Morse, with the exception of spelling, indicated that 
today's pupils are superior to pupils of the past.
An analysis of the annual achievement test results 
of the Missoula Public Schools during the past years 
reveals that scores in spelling have been consistently 
low with respect to the national norm. Further evidence 
of this deficiency is reflected in the criticim» of local 
business men who say "our young people don't know how to 
spell.
iLillian S. Billington, Word Power Through Spelling 
(San Francisco: Silver Burdett Company, 1951), p. 3.
^Arthur D. Morse, "Are Our Schools as Bad As They 
Say?" Household. 53:19, April, 1953.
3Sevrre J. Knudsen, Spelling Curriculm Guide (Missoula, Montana: School District Number l), p. 1.
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The median deficiency in spelling achievement of 
the author's class under study (twenty-four students) was 
found to be *7 of a grade level based on standardized 
test scores at the beginning of the new enriched spelling 
program, November Ik, 1955• Sixteen members of this 
particular class, who were enrolled in the Hawthorne 
School for the three previous years, had a mean achieve­
ment gain in spelling of only ,$k per year during that 
period. These same pupils had an achievement in other 
subjects of approximately at or above the national norm 
idiich is in line with the class's scholastic potential, 
that is, the representative mental age of this group is 
indicative of that which is typical of the eighth grads 
level. The implication of this is that the present 
class's expected achievement in spelling is approximately 
1.0 grade level growth for the present year. An analysis 
of data of the last three classes that were taught by 
the present teacher (author) showed a mean achievement 
gain in spelling of only .75 of a grade level per year. 
Those same classes' achievement in other subjects was 
substantially above the national norm. Such findings 
indicated that a more effective program of spelling 
should be taught in the Hawthorne School.
III. PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY 
The purposes of this study were: (1) to develop an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
enriched and interesting plan of teaching spelling that 
would help the author to become a better teacher of 
spelling; (2) to erase the present class's deficiencies 
in spelling by helping them to develop a body of word 
analysis skills essential for permanent spelling ability; 
and (3) to give the author some assurance that future 
classes, under his tutorship, will make at least expected 
gains in spelling achievement.
IV. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This problem was eoneemed only with a spelling 
program as carried on in the eighth grade of the Hawthorne 
School, School District Number 1, Missoula, Montana. 
Twenty-four students, the entire class, participated.
This study was made during the school period November 14, 
1955 to May 21, 1956.
V. LIMITATION OP THE STUDY
A. The accuracy of the results of this study 
may be affected by the use of group achievement tests. 
Group test scores, as compared to individual test scores, 
are less reliable.
B. Better results would be expected if this study 
were initiated in September and carried on through the 
entire year.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE
Much has been mrltten on the subject of developing 
spelling power of pupils. There seems to be general 
agreement by writers in this field that word-lists are 
necessary, but that they ax*e not in themselves enough 
to develop permanent spelling power. Dolch says that:
A list of 2000 words make up 95 per cent of all writing. It would seem therefore a simple and worth- ^ile precaution to see that these fundamental words are taught so well, and reviewed so often, that no one could ever make a mistake on them.l
The list approach, according to Dolch, often 
advocates that students leam: (1) spelling lists of 
common words, (2) spelling lists of commonly misspelled 
words, (3) spelling lists important in certain subjects, 
and (4) combination spelling lists made up from the first 
three mentioned. The logic of such lists is very simple: 
children must write and spell words in any writing they 
do. Therefore, if we list and teach the words which the 
child will use, his spelling needs will be taken care of. 
The fallacy of such logic is that the life spelling needs 
of each individual will differ from those of any other. 
These life needs are tremendous. A conservative estimate
' ' '  .^Edward W. Dolch, The Modem Teaching of Spelling 
(Champaign: The Garrard Press, 1950), p. 4.
-5-
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of the number of different words that any individual may 
have to write at some time or other may surpass ten 
thousand* All four types of the spelling lists mentioned 
have their value, but the list approach is not sufficient 
if we want our students to qualify as good spellers in 
all their writing activities.^
It is highly important that children leam to 
spell the basic word list provided in modem spellers, 
however, as Billington warns, it should be borne in mind 
that:
No spelling word list does or can include all, or perhaps even a majority of thw words that an indivi­dual needs to spell in his lifetime. The claim that a word list contains 95 per cent of the words children use in writing can be misleading if it is wrongly interpreted. Such a percentage merely indicates that the word list contains the words most commonly used in writing -- those words such as is, at, to, and the that are repeated over and over agOTn* TTt does not indicate how many different words the other 5 per cent may represent. For any individual this 5 per cent may include far more words than the 3$00 or so that make up a spelling list. Moreover, it is the words in the $ per cent that the individual needs in order to express how own thoughts in writing. If a spelling program is to meet genuinely a pupil’s needs, therefore, it must not only teach him to spell 
the 95 per cent, but give him the understanding and skills which will help him to spell correctly 100 per cent of the words he needs in writing.3
Many understandings, attitudes, and generalisations 
must be established to insure permanent mastery of the
^Ibid.,”pp. 3-5-
3Lillian E. Billington, Word Power Through Spelling (San Francisco: Silver Burdett Company, 1951),
p. 4.
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basle words» The basic spelling words offer opportunities 
for experience that will develop generalised spelling 
abilities and permanent word power. By studying the 
meaning, structure, use and history of basic spelling 
words, pupils can gain understanding of other words not 
in the word list and make generalizations about the struc­
ture of words which will develop permanent spelling 
ability.
In accordance with the above idea of using the 
basic words as a springboard to spelling power, Billington 
says:
Spelling programs of the past, which aimed chiefly at "mastery" of a spelling word list, gave too little and too shallow experiences with the use of suffixes to change the forms of words. The ability to use a word flexibly in all of its forms as needed, is of fundamental importance in spelling. Exercises in merely adding suffixes and prefixes as directed, out of context, do not develop this ability. The pupils need many experiences over a long period of time in changing words to the form suitable to the context in which they are to be used. The hbility to use the right form of the word in a given context la complex, not simple, and should be developed through planned experiences, not left to accident.4
Dolch indicates that a second and newer approach 
to spelling may be called the "learner's approach." This 
approach tries to make the student an efficient learner of 
spelling so that no matter what may be the situation in 
which he finds himself he may spell efficiently. One of
^Ibid.. p. 11.
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the most Important aspects of this new approach is the 
habit of checking guesses. Pupils should be praised when 
they question the spelling of a word. Too often students 
fail to check words because they have to make themselves 
conspicuous by walking over to a single dictionary. That 
is why there is a movement for dictionaries in every 
desk.^ Probably the most important factor in the checking 
of guesses by the student is t he part played by the 
teacher. If she feels that it is important to check 
words for correct spelling, and if she is liked by the 
children in her approach, they will feel that checking 
is important too.
The importance of a good dictionary program is 
emphasised by Billington:
To achieve permanent spelling ability the pupils must leam not only to use the dictionary, but also to want to use it. There are many skills udiich must be acquired before children can find words easily in 
the dictionary, find synonyms and antonyms, use cross references, understand primary and secondary accent marks, use the pronunciation key, and choose from several definitions the definition that applies to the context in which the word is used. Continued success in using the dictionary for genuine purposes creates an attitude toward dictionary use which is favorable and permanent. The dictionary program therefore gives the pupil the means to find the correct spelling of words he will need to spell in his lifetime, and creates in him the desire to use the dictionary for this purpose.^
5Colch, op. cit.. pp. 5-Ô. 
billington, op. cit.. p. 21.
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The second major factor of importance in the 
learner* s approach to better spelling habits according to 
Dolch is the habit of proofreading. Children often spell 
a word wrong that they really know how to spell. When 
questioned about the incorrect spelling, they sometimes 
tell the teacher that they Just made a "slip.** Such 
slips are indications of laziness or carelessness on 
the part of the child and cannot be excused. The child 
must be taught to proofread all of his written work 
regardless of the nature. It may even be wise to have 
the notation, **I have proofread for spelling,** written by 
the pupil on every paper he hands in.7
Dolch* s third characteristic of a good speller is 
that he has the habit of spelling analysis. This means 
the desire on the part of the pupil to leam wh|ch can be 
brought about if every new word is treated as something 
very interesting. Most words have interesting character­
istics and origins.^
Lillian Billington gives a few examples of experi­
ences that stimulate interest in words:
As the children become more mature and develop greater spelling skill, it is possible to introduce new types of experiences aimed at developing interest in words and insights into our language. The pupils
D̂olch. OP. cit.. pp. Ô-13- 
Îbid.
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are given brief histories of words in exercises. For example: One word comes from a Latin word meaning"horn." This same Latin word meant "point," also, because a horn is pointed. The word now means "the 
point where tifo streets meet," (The pupils identify corner as the word described,}
The pupils are helped to see how names of new inventions, trade names, and coined words are formed. For example: The ancient Greeks noticed that amber,when %"ubbed, would pick up and hold small pieces of cloth. The Greek word for "amber" was "elektron." Later when scientists discovered lAat force it was that held cloth to amber, they coined a word from "elektron" to describe it, (The children identify electric as the word the scientists coined,)
Prefixes such as photo, meaning "light," trans, meaning "across or through," and tele, meaning "far off," are combined with words or stems whose meanings are known to fozmi such words as photoelectric, photo­graph, transplant, transport, television, telephone. Such experiences, %Aich unlock the meanings of many related words in the English language, reach their height in grades seven and eight. They not only stimulate the pupils* interest in words, but develop insights into the nature of our language, which are of permanent value to the learner,9
The authors Lambader and Kottmeyer state:
Spelling power is possible only idxen pupils have learned to look discriminatingly at printed symbols. It is possible, of course, to acquire rote memorisa­tion of the sequence of letters in words and even possible to get many children to perform this chore with varying degrees of success. However, such activities contribute little to the development of spelling power.
Out of our many experiences with printed symbols in reading and writing, we make generalizations, many of which are subconscious to the extent that we have difficulty in defining them. Clever learners 
from books are those who make generalizations readily
billington, o£, cit.. p. 2Ô,
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and rapidly. When young book learners deal with spelling lists of words randomly grouped, it is 
difficult to make generalisations because the phonetic and structural characteristics of commonly used words vary widely.
It is recognized that generalizations are most 
readily and effectively learned and applied when 
learners are induced to make them themselves. Skill­ful teachers will guide the formulation of the generalizations by pupils and will not set them forth as precepts to be memorized.10
One of the most vital factors in spelling analysis 
is correct pronunciation of the new words. The teacher 
should have the students say the word, not together, but 
one after the other until a number have said it.H Many 
of the spelling errors of poor spellers are attributed 
to incorrect pronunciation.
Spache suggests:
Check pronunciation of all words tested by having 
pupil read list of test words. Use typewritten or 
printed list rather than pupil*s list. Note similar­ities between mispronunciation and spelling.1̂
Book and Harter reported a large scale survey 
extending into higher grade levels. With regard to pro­
nunciation, the researchers concluded:
There was a marked tendency among all the children 
Wiose spelling papers were studied to misspell words
iPMay Lambader and William Kottmeyer, New Goals in 
Spelling (Teacher*8 Edition; St. Louis: Webster Publish­
ing Company, 1955)» P« iü.
^ D̂olch, 0£. cit.. p. 10.
l^George Spache, "A Critical Analysis of Various Methods of Classifying Spelling Errors,** Joynal of Educa­
tional Psychology. 31:111-34, February, l9tcü
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that had been incorrectly pronounced ... For example, 
the word ’•chimney" was often spelled ’•chimley".. .15
(This report points out that spelling errors are frequent­
ly related to inaccurate or careless pronunciation by 
the person giving the test or to failure of the pupil 
to hear the correct pronunciation:)
About five per cent of all the mistakes made by our subjects were due to the fact that the word which had been pronounced in the spelling test was incor­rectly heard or wrongly perceived.14
Davis’ 8 suggestion from her experiment with poor 
spellers was as follows:
Pronunciation: (1) Go over the words before thechildren study them so that every child will know what he is studying. (2) Help the child unlock the word for himself.*5
Davis conducted an interesting experiment with a 
group of poor spellers involved a teacher personally 
attending to each child’s spelling to determine the 
various causes of his particular difficulties. Special 
remedial classes were held prior to the regular spelling 
period for each pupil who was a poor speller. The object 
of such a period was to give the poor speller an oppor­
tunity to correct his particular difficulties. Marked
^^illiam Book and Bichard Harter, "Mistakes Which Pupils Make in Spelling," Journal of Educational Research. 
19:106-110, February, 1929.
14lbid.
l^Georgia Davis, "Remedial Work in Spelling," Elementary School Journal. 27:615-26, April, 192?.
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improvement resulted from Davis* individual work on indivi­
dually diagnosed difficulties.^^ Davis found that with 
very poor spellers:
...pupils in the upper grades needed quite as much time to rebuild their spelling habits as did pupils in the lower grades. The pupils with relatively high intelligence quotients took quite as long to accomplish the given spelling task as did the pupils with lower intelligence quotients.^'
After the exact pronunciation of a word is estab­
lished, the next question, according to Dolch, is, **Does 
the sound tell the spelling?** Check the sound and 
spelling by saying the word by syllables. Locate any 
hard part that may exist. Does the spelling and the sound 
agree closely enough for the sound to tell us which letters 
to use? If not, it is best to rely on some kind of thought 
device. Thought devices tend to impress the student and 
are long remembered.For instance:
We can point out that lettuce is not spelled like let us. Neither part is spelled that way. There are two t*d and the ending is -uce. We can also explain why uce is pronounced as uce; there is the rule that "e before e or i is pronounced like s.** Or in the case of sympathy we can explain that the word id from the Greek, meaning to **feel with,** and the first syllable sym means with. We have many words from the Greeks having this same syllable which uses y for i 
as symphony, symbol, etc.^9
^̂ Ibid.
17ibid.
®̂Dolch, o£. cit.. pp. 10-13 
l̂ ibid.
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Dolch suggests that if the thought process 
appears to be inadvisable, the student should visualize 
and say the syllable of the hard spot. It is his con­
tention that it is not necessary to visualize the rest 
of the word.^®
Contrary to Dolch, Tlrenan advises against having 
difficult parts visibly marked in the printed words. In 
comparison with showing the idiole word as usually seen, 
Tlreman* s view is that marking "hard spots’* may not only 
be a useless device but possibly a detrimental one. His 
recommendation is:
The essential fact in spellin)g is to write all the letters and have them in the right order. Spelling exercises may be planned to require study of the whole word, including attention to the correct letters in the difficult part; such exer­cises should avoid the conspicuous marking of the "hard spot."21
Foran agrees with Tireman's views that the method 
of using spelling lists with the "hard spots" marked in 
s<me conspicuous manner has been found to be of no help 
for general class instruction. These authors believe 
that emphasizing the known "hard spots" in the printed 
word may be overstressing this one part of the word, as
^^Ibid.
^^Louis S. Tireman, "Value of Marking Hard Spots 
in Spelling," University of Iowa Studies in Education. No. 4. (Iowa City: University of ïowa, ÎGy, 1930),p.
5.
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compared with presenting for study the whole word as 
normally seen.^̂
Gates suggests a warning note with respect to 
the error of studying the incorrect form of a word;
It would probably be a misuse of the data to ask pupils to study the incorrect forms before or shortly after they have studied the correct ones. Such a practice would probably give as much emphasis to the incorrect form as to the correct one and lead to an even greater percentage of error. 3̂
Gates advocates that we teach a method for notic­
ing parts of words. Re points out that modem spelling 
methods should teach pupils: ..a technique which
enables them to give special attention to any part of 
the word which offers them special difficulty.
Probably the most difficult problem in the teaching 
of spelling is that of helping the poor speller. Poor 
spellers have generally received enough ridicule or 
censure to cause them to feel that any effort to improve 
their spelling performances would be in vain. What they 
need most is sympathetic understanding. The poor speller 
has a difficulty that has to be located and corrected.
^^Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Selling (Washington, D.C.: Catholic Education Press,
23Arthur I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties 
in 3.S76 Words (New York:" Bureau of Publications, 
Columbia University, 1937), p. 5-
2̂ Ibid.
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In handling a poor speller the teacher must first obtain 
a knowledge of the student's spelling techniques or mech­
anics.
Dolch, in an interesting analysis of the kinds of 
spelling techniques which people have, discusses lip- 
spelling, eye-spelling, ear-spelling or phonetic spelling, 
thought-spelling and hand-spelling. Lip-spelling is 
often used with common words. The letters of each word 
are often memorised in sequence. Such a method csuanot 
be effective because the spelling of each word requires 
a separate chore of memorization. The method of spelling 
used in most schools is eye-spelling. It is used when 
people write out several versions of a word to see which 
looks right. The student looks at the visual form of the 
word, then closes his eyes to "see" it, and finally to 
write it. Quite often pupils fail to visualize accurately 
the middle, more difficult parts of words.
Foran protests against the c«mmon practice of 
spelling texts which depend upon lip and eye spelling 
methods:
The idea was firmly held that pupils could spell only the words that they had specifically learned.Each learning act was restricted to its own specific content. There could be no generalization for two reasons. The learning activities were specific and the unphonetic character of English spelling precluded Whatever tendency there might otherwise have been to
^̂ Dolch, op. cit., pp. 13-15-
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generallse experiences. Accordingly, the teaching of spelling was based on the principle that any word worth learning must be taught for it could not be learned, or at least was not learned, because some word that was similar to it had been learned. What­
ever grouping of words there might be was justified 
not on the basis of facilitating learning, but on 
that of convenience. Some authorities refused to accord any value to such grouping. Spelling con­sisted then of the learning of about four thousand words, none of idiich contributed anything to the spelling of any other word.26
Dolch*s third technique commonly used by students 
of spelling is phonetic, or ear-spelling. It is frequent­
ly used by competent spellers to spell long words which 
are in most cases phonetic. Errors are frequently made 
if the word is not correctly pronounced or if the sounds 
are blurred. Another danger is that the poor speller 
may try to spell everything by sound. English is only 
eighty-five per cent phonetic which means that a signifi­
cant number of words are irregularly spelled.
If neither hand-spelling nor lip-spelling does the work in spelling a long word, the sound of the separate syllables will be thought one at a time, and each will be **translated** into certain letters. The basis of this **spelling by ear** or ear-spelling is a habit of spelling each particular sound in a particular way. Host persons have some habitual way of spelling each sound of the language.2o
^^oran, o£. cit.. p. 114.
^̂ Dolch, OP. cit., pp. 16-19.
^^Edward W. Dolch, Better Spelling (Champaign: 
Garrard Press, 1943)» p. 34%
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Hanna and Moore discuss the problem of spelling 
non-phonetic words:
What about the excuse so many give for failure In spelling —  ^English Is not a phonetic language**?It is true that, compared with languages of most prim­itive peoples and with the languages of many advanced 
countries, English seems almost monstrous In Its complicated phonics. However, In spite of Its many Imperfections, the English system of writing is In origin and In Its main features phonetic, or a|>pha- betle.
The alphabetic nature of our writing cam be most clearly illustrated when we combine letters that do not make a word and yet we find ourselves clearly guided to the utterance of the speech sound. Thus, anyone can read amd spell such nonsense as nln, nip, lib*
It is Important that we guamd against placing too much stress on the nonphonetlc aspects of the English language and that we utilise the most effective way of stressing the phonetic elements of our language In the building of spelling power.*9
In agreement with Dolch, Hanna dnd Moore add:
There are definite groups and syllables In the English language which belong In certain phonic cate­gories. The child should leam such group patterns inductively. He should eventually develop a sense of the probable letter or letters to be used to rep­resent the speech sounds as they occur In words belonging to such group patterns.30
The best solution to poor spelling Is to supple­
ment the three methods of spelling as stated by Dolch 
with **logical** spelling or thought-spelling. Thought
^^Paul Hanna and James Moore, **Spelllng - from Spoken Word to Written Symbol,** The Elementary School 
Journal. 53:329-337, February, l93J.
3Qlbld.
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spelling requires the student to figure out why a word 
is spelled a certain way, and how to remember it by some 
association.
On this matter Kottmeyer states:
...the objection is commonly made that, as many English words are not "phonetic,* the learning of auditory-visual relationships is not only useless, but is confusing and leads to spelling errors. It should, however, be obvious that deviations from regular phonetic patterns do not limit the useful­ness of the device. Thus when a child scrutinizes a word he wishes to leam to spell, he may observe that it is spelled "phonetically" —  that is, it is spelled as he expects it to be spelled. He notes this fact and tries to remember to spell it phonet­ically when the need arises. If, on the other hand, the word deviates from regular phonetic pattern —  that is, it is not spelled as he expects it to be spelled, he notes the nature of the deviation.In other words, he looks discriminatingly at the word. Looking at a word discriminatingly means that we observe agreement with or deviation from ourbody of phonetic generalizations.32
The fifth method of spelling mentioned by Dolch33 
is hand-spelling. It is a muscle habit that results 
from the other four methods after long practice. The 
speller who has developed this automatic ability no 
longer needs to think of the sequence of letters in 
words he spells.
3lEdward W. Dolch, The Modern Teaching of Spelling 
(Champaign: The Garrard Press, 1̂ 50), pp. 17-19.
32tfiiiiam A. Kottmeyer, "On the Relationship of 
Word Perception Skills in Reading and in Spelling," 
Education. 71:600-603» May, 1952.
33oolch, op. cit., pp. 17-19.
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According to Fernald there are certain pupils who 
can leam to be efficient spellers only by using methods 
not ordinarily used as regular classroom procedures* If 
ordinary methods of teaching spelling fail to help the 
pupil, the hand-kinesthetic method should be attempted*
When using this method the teacher writes a spelling word 
in large writing with crayola and has the pupil trace it 
with his fingers while he says it. After the pupil has 
traced the word until he thinks he can write it, the 
teacher asks him to attempt it. This tracing procedure 
ceases after a time and the pupil leams to spell by 
simply looking at the word and saying it. Through the 
use of the hand-kinesthetic approach in the teaching of 
spelling the writing of a word can become automatic.
Where the regular classroom procedure learning situation 
in spelling is based primarily on auditory and visual 
stimuli, the Fernald technique introduces a third sense 
stimulus, the kinesthetic, termed the kinesthetic imagery.
In other words, when the child is looking at a word and 
spelling it aloud while tracing it, then he is receiving 
three general stimuli in the learning situation. Learning 
is most effective when more different stimuli are involved. 
Therefore, this technique should be used when other tech­
niques fail.34
~  34tQrace M. Fernald, Remedial Tactiques in Basic School Subjects (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1943)»pp. 1^4-î o.
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With the help of the foregoing research carried 
out in the field of spelling an attempt has been made to 
substantiate the major methods used in this program.
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CHAPTER III 
SOURCES OF DATA AND PROCEDURE
I. SOURCES OF DATA
Statistics were compiled from test results obtained 
by administering Form K of the Stanford Achievement 
Spelling Test^ at the beginning of the program, and 
repeating with Form L of the same test approximately 
six months later. May 21, 1956, at the completion of 
the program. Also, an informal spelling ability check 
was made through the use of three lists of equally 
difficult words,^ selected from the New Iowa Spelling 
Scales. The first list of fifty words was given Janu­
ary 4, 1956; the second, April 6, 1956; and the third.
May 17, 1956.
Stanford Achievement Test scores recorded for 
those members of the class under study who have been in 
the Hawthorne School from grade five through grade seven 
were used to estimate the effectiveness of the way 
spelling had been taught to the class under study in the 
past at these grade levels.
iTruman L. Kelley and others, "Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Batteries, Forms K and L," pp. 7-Ô. (New York; World Book Company, 1953).
^See Appendix A. May Lambader and William Kottmeyer, New Goals in Spelling (Teacher's Edition; St. Louis: 
Webster PubTlshing Company, 1955), P* viii.
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The median Stanford Achievement Test scores 
recorded for those members of the author* s previous three 
eighth grade classes was used to estimate the effective­
ness of the author* s past spelling program and teaching. 
Using this estimate to represent an approximate expected 
gain for a class using the previous teaching procedure 
in spelling, a comparison was made with the results 
obtained from using the present enriched program, by the 
same teacher, to determine the latter* s effectiveness.
An evaluation of the enriched spelling program was made 
by a comparison of end results with the estimated results.
II. PROCEDURE
The need for a new enriched program to develop 
spelling power was evidenced by the inadequate spelling 
achievement of both the class under study and of the 
author*s previous three eighth grade classes.
This new spelling program was designed to provide 
permanent rather than temporary results in spelling. It 
was based on the conviction that permanent spelling ability 
results from a broader and deeper kind of language experi­
ence with words than has been used in many schools - 
particularly at the school under study. A major objective 
of this new approach to spelling was to develop within 
the pupil an interest in words that will continue beyond 
his school years.
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Past Spalllng Program
The text used by the author in his past program of 
spelling instruction was ̂  Spelling 0.̂  Throughout the 
program a definite teaching procedure, largely based on 
the text, was used. An approximate period of thirty 
minutes was devoted each day to the program.
Every Monday the spelling period began with the 
reading of a lesson article which included all of the new 
words. The definition of each word was discussed in 
relation to the article. Little special attention was 
given to determine %diether or not all of the pupils could 
pronounce the new words. The pupils were encouraged to 
memorise the new words in any way they could. One main 
objective of the course was to teach the pupils how to 
spell those words that were provided in the eighth grade 
text. This resulted in a number of incapable spellers 
receiving **A* grades because they memorised the required 
lists.
Exercises called "Working with Words" were written 
on paper and discussed each Tuesday during the spelling 
period. They did little to help the pupils formulate 
spelling generalities. The new program had similar
^Gerald Toakam and Seward Daw, My Spelling (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1950), p. 12?.
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exereisea, but they were varied, interesting, and helpful 
in developing the ability of the pupil to spell many 
words not included in the list.
The period set aside for spelling on Wednesday 
began with a practice test. After the test, papers were 
exchanged and corrected. The pupils were assigned the 
task of writing each word they misspelled a certain number 
of times.
The Thursday spelling period required that pupils 
study words they had misspelled on the practice list the 
day before. Added to the regular spelling list each Thurs­
day were eight review words. About once a month the class 
participated in a spell-down. Such spe11-downs required 
the students to spell orally words pronounced by the 
teacher. The contest would proceed until all but one pupil 
missed a word. These spell-downs were not as effective 
as they could have been because the pupils were not per­
mitted to study the words while the spell-downs were in 
progress. In the new program the only time that the 
pupil could not study the word list was when his turn 
to spell was approaching. The author found that the 
pupils tended to become more spelling conscious when 
permitted to note correct spellings made by their class­
mates while the spell-down was in progress.
Each Friday's spelling period was used simply for
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a final test. The papers were exchanged and corrected in 
class. No attempt was made to evaluate individual or 
class performance and progress.
The author* s past method of teaching spelling might 
be called the "list approach.** It consisted of teaching 
those words that the student would need in his writing. 
Lists of words were memorised by the pupils, but such 
lists could never be expected to comprise more than a 
fraction of the total number of words the students might 
encounter. An impossible problem for the pupil was his 
inability to attack the new words that confronted him. No 
attempt was made to teach phonetic and structural general­
izations in methods of studying words to acquire spelling 
power. The results of the **list approach" as conducted 
by the author were: (1) inadequate spèlling achievement;
(2) poor pupil attitude; and (3) signs of inferior, perma­
nent spelling ability.
Pretesting Program
The first step at the outset of the new program 
was by pretest to determine the spelling grade placement 
of each individual in the class. Form K of the Stanford 
Achievement Spelling Test was administered to the twenty- 
four students participating in the project. As expected, 
the results indicated that a deficiency still existed 
in spelling achievement. The median deficiency of the
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class at the time of this pretest, November 14, 1955, was 
.7 of one grade level. January 4, 1956, List A of the New 
Iowa Spelling Scales^ was given to diagnose spoiling errors 
commonly made by individual students. This test supple­
mented the Stanford Achievement Test. The latter was a 
multiple choice test requiring no actual spelling, where­
as the New Iowa Spelling Scales required the actual 
spelling of the words. Teacher-pupil conferences were 
held after the test to discuss mistakes that the pupils 
made.
The Enriched Spelling Program
The author* s spelling program explained in this 
study embraces a number of different phases incorporated 
into one systematic unit. The approximate amount of time 
devoted to the new program was thirty minutes each day, 
the same as was used for the past program. This enriched 
spelling unit consisted of: (1) the use of the new 1955
revised Webster workbook. New Goals in Spelling 0;5 
(2) the accumulation of misspelled words listed in personal 
notebooks; (3) the keeping of personal progress graphs in 
spelling; (4) informal spell-downs; (5) the use of
^See Appendix A.
William A. Kottmeyer, Goals in Spelling Ô {St. 
Louis: Webster Publishing Company, T^55), P* ll?.
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Webster*8 Goals in Spelling Filmatrlps:̂  (6) emphasising 
the spelling of new words selected from other subject- 
fields by both the teacher and the pupils; (7) the use of 
a class spelling chart placed on the blackboard for stu­
dents to list words misspelled in final tests; (8) the 
use of "The Most Important Words in Reading and Spelling 
in Order of Importance"^ as a list of words to master.
This is a list of the 1156 one, two and three syllable 
words listed according to frequencies of use; (9) special 
reports required of students vdio "knew their words;" (10) 
a dictionary plan to develop word use and meaning; and 
(11) an accumulation of terms and definitions inside of 
the front cover of the students* workbooks.
The new revised Webster workbook. New Goals in 
Spelling 8, was used as a text for the program because of 
the author* s philosophical and psychological approach to 
the teaching of spelling. Its authors believe that 
spelling power is possible only when pupils have learned 
to look discriminatingly at printed symbols. The phonetic 
and structural generalizations of the text were carefully 
presented, along with supplements by the teacher, to give 
the pupils sufficient opportunity to formulate spelling
William A. Kottmeyer, Goals in Spelling Filmstrip 
(St. Louis: Webster Publishing CompanyT.
7see Appendix B. W. J. Osburn, "The Most Important Words in Reading and Spelling Arranged in Order of Impor­tance" (Seattle: University of Washington Book Store}•(Mimeographed ).
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generalizations which would apply to thousands of words. 
Another important objective of the authors was the devel­
opment of word analysis skills which are basic to effec­
tive spelling and reading habits.
Lists of "The Most Important Words in Reading and 
Spelling Arranged in Order of Importance" were given to 
the pupils to be mastered. This list of words was provided 
to help the pupils improve their spelling by concentrating 
on the few words that they would need most often in their 
social and business correspondence. Testing periods were 
set aside during the program for the pupils to test each 
other orally on this and other such word lists. This 
method of pupils working with one another to improve the 
class's spelling ability was stressed throughout the 
program. The better spellers were assigned to help the 
poorer spellers with the words they missed in spelling 
tests and in other written work.
The Monday spelling lesson was concerned with 
helping the pupils understand the various aspects of the 
new words. The students were usually instructed to write 
the words from a list as they were pronounced by the 
teacher. Next, the individual pupils would take turns 
pronouncing words from the list. After correct pronun­
ciation had been established the teacher would suggest 
those word parts of which the students should be conscious 
when spelling. The number of sounds heard, silent letters,
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sounds spelled other than would be expected according to 
general rules, the number of syllables, prefixes and suf­
fixes, and familiar parts were word aspects of which the 
class was to become conscious when actually spelling words. 
Instruction often centered around: (1) the importance of
developing a clear mental image of a new word; (2) the 
need to concentrate when studying words; (3) the impor­
tance of writing and learning the correct form of spelling 
words; and (4) the value of proof-reading all written 
work. Above all, the pupils were encouraged to want to 
become better spellers.
Monday* s and Tuesday* s spelling periods were 
partially devoted to student reports. Such reports gave 
individual students the opportunity to explain to the 
group how they would study words of a list in order to 
successfully recall their spelling later. The objective 
of this procedure was to help the student formulate his 
own system to be used in recalling spellings. Frequent 
periods were devoted to the discussion of homonyms, 
synonyms and antonyms in an effort to clearly differentiate 
similarities and differences in meaning, pronunciation and 
appearance. The development of this ability to look at 
words discriminatingly, plus the stress placed upon correct 
word pronunciation, were important improvements over the 
past method of spelling instruction.
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The Tuesday spelling period Included a variety of 
Interesting activities provided by the Webster workbook, 
which taught application of spelling generalizations.
These generalizations were discussed by the class and 
extended to words not in the spelling list. Midway in 
the period the teacher would move about the room helping 
the individuals to formulate spelling generalizations, 
and assisting them with any questions they might have 
about spelling. As a result of such assistance, the 
pupils practiced writing and studying the spelling words 
in preparation for a trial test. Contrary to the apparent 
failure of the past program to develop spelling power, 
most of the pupils participating in the new program 
developed considerable confidence and interest in their 
ability to spell words not found in the spelling lists.
Throughout the program lists of words taken from 
the Hew Goals in Spelling workbook were taught with the 
purpose of developing within the students a better under­
standing of the basic structural generalizations. Such 
lists provided considerable opportunity to discuss and use: 
(1) compound words; (2) verb endings; (3) suffixes to form 
different parts of speech; (4) common prefixes; and (5) 
prefixes and suffixes incorporated into the same word.
As the spelling program progressed the class 
reviewed the phonetic sounds used in English spelling. 
Class discussions made the pupils conscious that certain
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letters often work together to produce one sound. A 
phonetic generalization that troubled the poorer spellers 
involved the use of the consonant £ which sometimes spells 
the 8 sound and sometimes the k sound. The Webster Goals 
in Spelling Filmstrips, discussed later in this chapter, 
were very useful in the study of tricky consonant sounds 
and vowel sounds.
The problem of remembering spelling definitions and 
terms arose early in the program. Sheets of paper were 
clipped to the inside of the front cover of each pupil* s 
spelling workbook. These sheets of paper were labeled,
**Things I Should Know About Spelling.** Whenever a spelling 
term or rule confronted the class it was discussed until a 
suitable definition could be formulated. Then each member 
of the class wrote the term and definition in the proper 
place. This method of listing the spelling terms and defi­
nitions in the forepart of each workbook provided the stu­
dent with a readily accessible reference that could be used 
for quick review whenever a question about spelling arose.
Practice tests were given each Wednesday. Each 
pupil corrected his own test and immediately listed his 
errors in corrected form in his personal notebook. In 
addition to the regular spelling list, every pupil was 
expected to select and leam five or more extra words each 
week. These words, derived from any phase of the school
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curriculum, were submitted to the teacher after the 
practice test every Wednesday. Usually about fifteen of 
the words submitted, including a few selected by the tea­
cher, were placed on the blackboard for the whole class to 
leam. These extra words were included in the final test 
each Friday.
Thursdays were valuable days from the standpoint of 
enrichment. The students who knew their words were given 
time to discuss extra assignments with the class. These 
discussions were arranged to stimulate class interest in 
words. Word origins, stories about words, derivations of 
English words, were examples of the nature of such 
reporting. Those pupils who missed words on the trial 
test consulted their notebooks in an effort to master the 
words they found difficult.
Informal spelling bees were held from time to time. 
Two to four teams of nearly equal spelling ability were 
chosen. The words used in the spell-downs were taken from 
a composite list of "The Most Important Words in Reading
gand Spelling Arranged in Order of Importance," words from 
the regular spelling list, and additional words selected 
by the teacher and class. This combined group of words 
was placed in the hands of the pupils for study while the
®See Appendix B.
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spell-downs were in progress. Such a procedure made use 
of otherwise wasted time and promoted an effective pupil 
desire to consciously note the correct spellings as they 
occurred. Many variations in spell-downs and spelling 
games helped to maintain pupil interest at a hi^ level.
Another interesting enrichment device, the Webster 
Goals in Spelling Filmstrips. gave the pupils a chance to 
see, and at the same time be tested by writing words in 
which letters work together, words with tricky consonant 
sounds, words with long vowel sounds, sounds commonly 
heard in words, and long words in syllables. The main 
purpose of the filmstrips was to encourage student partici­
pation in applying certain phonetic generalizations.
Words were often selected which were difficult to 
spell, which had several meanings, idiich illustrated 
phonetic or structural principles, and those for which 
illustrations could be used to clarify meanings. To 
increase the pupil*s ability to find words in the dic­
tionary in a fast, efficient manner, simple dictionary 
races were held. The races were played in fun with plenty 
of opportunity for most of the members of the class to 
score points. Sometimes the class was divided into teams, 
with each team member using a dictionary. Points were 
awarded to the first five pupils to locate a given spelling 
word. The side that scored the most points in the process
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of looking up a certain number of words won.
The use of the above mentioned enrichment activi­
ties and devices did much to create and maintain desirable 
pupil attitude throughout the program. Such pupil 
attitude was lacking during the author* s previous program.
The final test of each unit given Friday included 
the additional words added to the regular list during the 
week. After the test had been administered, papers were 
collected and corrected by the teacher. All of the 
spelling errors that occurred on each pupil's final test 
were placed, in corrected form, on a chart which was 
located upon the blackboard. Spelling errors detected in 
any of the pupil* s written work were also listed on the 
chart to be mastered. The importance of correct spelling 
in every phase of the curriculum was emphasized. In fact, 
the spelling grades of a pupil were directly affected by 
his spelling performances in all of his classes. At 
frequent intervals the pupils were asked to spell orally 
the words listed under their names on the chart. Possibly 
once a month the class would discuss and analyze the 
spelling errors that occurred most often. The reactions 
of the pupils indicated that they enjoyed using the class 
chart. However, care was taken to explain to the pupils 
that the objective of the chart was not for class competi­
tion, but for locating and concentrating upon the words
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which they found difficult. Throughout the entire pro­
gram class competition was discouraged, with emphasis 
upon individual progress.
The writing of dictated sentences with the 
spelling words used in context was often substituted for 
the regular final test on isolated words. The use of 
words presented as they are actually used added to pupil 
interest by making the words more meaningful. This 
procedure of writing words in context provided a natural 
opportunity for the pupils to write review words, punctu­
ate sentences, and in general develop a habit of proof­
reading. The final project of each week required the 
student to mark his final spelling score on a graph.
Such a project encouraged the pupils to compete with 
themselves rather than with the entire class.
III. INTERMEDIATE TESTING PROGRAM
On April 6, 1956, List B of the New Iowa Spelling 
Scales was administered to give some indication of the 
progress the pupils were making in spelling. Scores and 
errors made by the pupils were discussed in class and with 
each individual.
IV. FINAL TESTING PROGRAM
Form L of the Stanford Achievement Spelling Test 
was administered. May 21, 1956, to the twenty-four
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puplls who had participated in the entire program. No 
actual spelling was required on this test due to the 
multiple choice nature of it. The results were used to 
estimate the effectiveness of the program. List C of 
the New Iowa Spelling Scales was given May 17, 1956.
This final test, which required actual spelling, provided 
the pupils with another check of their progress in 
spelling and gave the teacher some evidence of the success 
of the spelling program.
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CHAPTER IT 
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS
The purpose of this study was to develop a program 
of spelling instruction that would help the author to 
become a better teacher of spelling* This new program, 
which differs greatly from the author's past program, 
was initiated to help the pupils of the class under 
study to erase their deficiencies in spelling and give 
the author some assurance that his future classes would 
make adequate gains in spelling achievement.
The effectiveness of this program has been evaluated 
in terms of an initial and final achievement testing pro­
gram. At the beginning of the program Form K of the 
Stanford Achievement Spelling Test was given to each 
member of the class to determine the pre-program spelling 
achievement level* After the completion of the author's 
new enriched program of spelling. Form L of the Stanford 
Achievement Spelling Test was administered to determine 
the amount of achievement gain of each pupil during the 
approximate six-month period, November 14, 1955 to May 21, 
1956. It should be noted that this test did not require 
actual spelling; it consisted of a selection of multiple 
choice items. An informal evaluation of the program was 
made through the use of three lists of equally difficult
—3Ô—
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words selected from the New Iowa Spelling Scales. The 
increases in the number of correct spellings by the pupils 
from List A, administered January 4, 1956, to List C,
May 17» 1956, permits an additional and diagnostic measure­
ment of their improved spelling ability.
Table I, Initial and Final Spelling Testing Results, 
shows the data obtained after administering the first form, 
(Form K), of the Stanford Achievement Spelling Test to the 
twenty-four pupils participating in the program on November 
14» 1956. (See column 1). The median spelling achievement 
of the class was 7.6 grade levels, (the average 7.9) » 
which would be approximately the spelling achievement 
expected at the sixth month of the seventh grade. However, 
the expected grade level of spelling achievement at the 
time of the initial test in relation to the national norms 
was approximately S.3. This was a deficiency in the 
class*a spelling achievem&ent of approximately .7 of a grade 
level.
Table I» column 2, shows the results of the final 
(Form L) Stanford Spelling Achievement Test given to the 
same pupils. May 21, 1956, that took the initial test#
The median spelling achievement of the class on the final 
test was 9.2 grade levels, the average, 9.5 grade levels. 
Such a median achievement indicated that the class* s 
deficiency in spelling had been erased. In fact, the
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TABLE I
INITIAL AND FINAL SPELLING TESTING RESULTS
Stanford Achievement Snelline Test
Column (1) (2) (3) 
Initial Final test Gain 
PudII test Form K Form L Grade levels
New Iowa Spelling Scales 
(50 words each) Number correct
(4) (5) (6) (7) Initial Intermediate Final test 
test List A test List B List C Gain
1 11.9 12.9 1.0 47 46 50 32 10.2 10.7 .5 37 42 46 113 9.6 11.1 1.3 35 45 46 134 9.1 11.6 2.5 40 46 47 7
5 9.1 9.0 *.l 36 36 45 76 6.9 9.3 •4 33 37 43 107 6.7 11.1 2.4 26 47 50 24a 6.7 10.2 1.5 36 44 47 99 7.6 9.3 1.5 26 43 46 20 .10 7.7 9.0 1.3 34 43 46 12 111 7.7 9.0 1.3 23 33 33 1012 7.6 10.0 2.4 36 43 43 713 7.6 9.5 1.9 30 41 45 1514 7.5 10.2 2.7 23 34 42 19
15 7.4 6.4 1.0 25 35 40 1516 7.4 6.1 .7 15 26 27 12
17 7.3 11.1 3.6 31 41 49 16
IB 7.3 9.0 1.7 25 36 43 16
19 6.9 7.6 .9 20 25 36 1620 6.6 6.1 1.3 20 35 37 1721 6.7 6.1 1.4 16 33 34 1622 6.5 7.7 1.2 16 29 31 1323 6.4 6.7 2.3 20 36 40 20
24 6.2 9.0 2.6 20 32 3« 16
Median
Average
7.6
7.9
9.2
9.5
26
26+
36
36+ 4342+ 1414
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class's median achievement was approximately .3 of a 
grade level above the expected national norm of 8.9 grade 
levels.
It may be noted in Table I, column 3, that the 
class's median and average spelling achievement gains 
were 1.4 and 1.6 grade levels, respectively. The expected 
spelling achievement gain according to the national norm 
would be approximately .6 of a grade level for the period 
during idiich the program was in process. Lower than the 
normal national expected gain of .6 of a grade level was 
that which resulted under the author's past method of 
spelling instruction. A study of the data indicated that 
the average gain in spelling achievement of the author's 
previous classes was .45 of a grade level for a period of 
time similar to the length of this spelling program. The 
new program's mean class achievement gain above idiat was 
expected, in relation to the author's past program, was 
approximately 1.1 grade levels. This substantial increase 
in spelling achievement demonstrates that, on the basis of 
this test, the author's new enriched spelling program had 
considerable merit.
Table I, columns 4, 5, and 6, includes the results 
obtained from the three lists of equally difficult spelling 
words taken from the New Iowa Spelling Scales. All of the 
scores recorded for the Iowa tests represent the number of
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words written correctly in a test of fifty words. The 
median score of the class for List A, column 4, adminis­
tered January 4» 1956, was twenty-six words correctly 
spelled out of a possible fifty words. This first test, 
which required the actual spelling of words, was used to 
give some indication of the pupil* s actual spelling ability 
early in the program. List B, column 5, was given to the 
class April 6, 1956, to give some indication of the progress 
the pupils were making in actual spelling. A median class 
gain over List A of twelve words written correctly encour­
aged the class and teacher. After the completion of the 
program May 17, 1956, List C was administered to give some 
indication of the spelling improvement made by pupils 
during the new spelling program. The number correct in List 
C are given in Column 6. The class median of this final 
test was forty-three words written correctly out of a 
possible fifty words. A study of column ? indicates that 
the pupils achieved median and average gains of fourteen 
words.
Table I, page 40, may be reviewed to evaluate the 
performance of the individual members of the class. Pupil 
number 1, the most outstanding speller in the class, 
achieved a gain of only one year (column 3) although he 
correctly identified all of the spellings on the final 
Stanford Achievement Test. More difficult testing material
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would have provided a more accurate measure of this pupil* s 
spelling ability. Even though this pupil gained the least 
on the Iowa spelling tests, his final score was fifty 
words written correctly out of fifty. Student number 2 
performed at a higher level throughout the program. His 
failure to achieve a higher achievement score may be due 
to the failure of the Stanford Achievement Test to 
accurately measure spelling ability above the 10.0 grade 
level. Possibly this pupil's spelling achievement was 
inadequate because he became too involved in extracurricu­
lar activities which often demanded his absence from 
spelling class. Sickness resulting in absences from school 
affected the achievements of pupils number 5 and 6. How­
ever, it is interesting to note that even though they 
failed to achieve the expected gain they were not deficient 
in spelling ability. The sixteen deficient spellers as 
indicated by the initial Stanford Achievement Test all 
made substantial gains above that which was expected. In 
fact, nine of the sixteen, completely erased their spelling 
deficiencies. Of the other seven, nAo were still in 
varying degrees deficient in spelling, only two failed to 
achieve the eighth grade level. These two, numbers 19 and 
21, who ranked at the bottom of the class on the final 
Stanford Achievement Test, achieved in accordance with 
their ability. The results of the final test indicate that 
even though they were at the bottom of the class in spelling,
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their deficiencies were only about one grade level* Only 
pupil number 16 appeared reluctant to improve his spelling 
ability. Not only did his Stanford achievement gain of .7 
of a grade level fall below the gains recorded by the 
other deficient spellers, but his ability to write spelling 
words in the Iowa tests remained quite inadequate through­
out the program. Pupil number 17 achieved a most impres­
sive gain of 3.S grade levels. This pupil increased from 
thirty-one to forty-nine correct spellings on the Iowa 
test. He devoted his complete attention to every phase of 
the spelling program and appeared to be very interested in 
becoming a better speller. This extreme gain is probably 
also due to considerable home study, which was not required, 
on the part of this student. The improvement in spelling 
ability of pupils number 23 and number 24 ranked on the 
initial Stanford test at the bottom of the class, demon­
strates that very poor spellers can make considerable 
gains in achievement if properly instructed and motivated.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
I. SUMMARY
This study described a new enrichment program 
designed to improve spelling ability in an eighth grade 
class at the Hawthorne Elementary School, Missoula, Mon­
tana. The new spelling program was initiated for several 
reasons: (1) past and present achievement test scores
indicated that the class under study was deficient in 
spelling ability; (2) past achievement test scores for the 
author's previous three eighth grades, tau^t under the old 
method df spelling instruction, indicated that the last 
three classes were not taught adequately; (3) to make the 
author a better teacher of spelling. On November 14, 1955, 
Form K of the new Stanford Achievement Test was adminis­
tered to the eighth grade class of this study to determine 
the pre-program spelling ability of the pupils under study. 
A median deficiency of .7 of one grade level was evidenced 
at that time. Approximately six months later. May 21,
1956, Form L of the Stanford Achievement Test was given to 
the same pupils to determine the effectiveness of the 
program. The results of this program can readily be noted 
from an examination of Table I, page 40. The pupils 
achieved median and average gains in spelling of 1.4 and
-45-
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1*6 grade levels, respectively. According to the spelling 
achievement of this class at the commencement of the study, 
and based on the median and average achievement gains per 
year of the author’s past three classes, the estimated 
expected achievement gain during the period of this study 
was calculated to be approximately .45 of a grade level.
It may be noted that this class gained over one year in 
achievement above the estimated expectancy for this period. 
On Form L of the Stanford Achievement Test, the class’s 
median and average achievement test scores increased from 
7.6 and 7.9 to 9.2 and 9.5 grade levels, respectively. The 
national norm at the time of this final testing was approx­
imately 6.9 grade levels. The results of the tests in 
which three lists of equally difficult words taken from 
the New Iowa Spelling Scales gave some indication of the 
pupils’ progress during the program in the actual spelling 
of words. The Stanford Achievement Test was of a multiple 
choice nature requiring only that the pupil identify the 
correct spellings of words. List A of the New Iowa Spelling 
Scales administered early in the program, gave corroborative 
evidence that the pupils were deficient in their ability 
to write spelling words correctly. The class median on 
this first test was twenty-six words spelled correctly out 
of a possible fifty. The results from List B, given at the 
mid-point of the program, indicated that the pupils had 
increased to a median of thirty-eight words written
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correctly out of a possible fifty. List C was given at 
the end of the program. The median number of words 
spelled correctly was forty-three, a median gain of 
fourteen words spelled correctly over list A. On the 
basis of this type of spelling check, actual spelling 
improvement was demonstrated.
II. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, it is the avithor* s belief that the 
results obtained through the use of the new enriched 
program would not have been likely had the author con­
tinued the use of his past method of spelling instruction. 
The author* s past three classes' spelling achievement 
records corroborate this. However, the spelling achieve­
ment gains experienced by this class, Wiich are relatively 
high, would hardly be expected for a typical class with 
respect to scholastic ability where a deficiency does not 
exist.
A study of past achievement test data indicated that 
the class under study had been deficient in spelling since 
the fifth grade. Sixteen pupils in the present class, who 
had been in the Hawthorne School since the fourth grade, 
achieved an average gain of only .65 of a grade level in 
the fifth grade. The inadequate achievement of that grade 
was probably a result of a poor spelling program due to
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the resignations and a rapid turnover of several teachers 
during that school year. Even immediately before the 
Initiation of the new spelling program the sixteen pupils, 
after a continued three year period of Inadequate spelling 
gains, had a median deficiency In spelling of approximately 
• Ô of a grade level. On the basis of the apparent success 
of this new program In developing spelling ability, It 
might be wise to adopt a similar program for use in grades 
five through eight In the Hawthorne Elementary School.
Pupils learn spelling best when properly motivated 
by enrichment activities. The Webster Goals In Spelling 
Filmstrips are useful In helping the poor spellers of a 
class develop a better understanding of phonetic and 
structural generalizations. Such activities as spell­
downs, dictionary races, the use of a class chart for 
listing misspelled words, and student reporting, described 
previously, add variety and Interest to the regular lessons 
of a spelling program, and provide the pupils with added 
Incentive to learn.
Student participation In the actual Instruction of 
the spelling class created considerable interest and learn­
ing. The pupils developed the feeling of belonging to a 
group with a purpose. They worked together to Improve the 
spelling ability of every member In the classroom. Each 
pupil maintained a graph on which he recorded his spelling
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performances. Such a procedure proved to be effective 
because the poor spellers were able to keep a record of 
their own improvement. Effective proofreading habits 
were developed by permitting each pupil to check his own 
spelling papers on all practice tests. This method of 
self checking encouraged the pupil to proofread other 
written work before handing it in. The indications are 
that since these above mentioned activities differentiated 
the enriched program from the old one, the relatively 
high achievement gain may be attributed at least in part 
therein.
III. RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the main objectives in the instruction of 
spelling is to teach it not as an end in itself, but as a 
means to an end. Use of relatively few words in the teach­
ing of spelling principles can be the means necessary to 
offer pupils opportunities for developing generalised 
spelling abilities and permanent word power. It is 
recommended that frequent checks be made to determine 
whether or not adequate carry-over of good spelling prac­
tices exists from the spelling class to written work in 
other subject fields. The importance of correct spelling 
should be emphasized in all subjects. Pupils should 
proofread all written work for spelling errors using a 
dictionary for reference.
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Provisions should have been made in this study for 
more challenging testing of the better spellers. It was 
evident from the results of the initial and final achieve­
ment test scores that a few of the best spellers failed to 
gain what might have been possible had more difficult 
achievement tests been used. For example, one pupil 
correctly identified every spelling word on the final 
Stanford test, but only achieved a spelling gain of 1.0 
grade levels. The three lists of words taken from the 
Iowa Spelling Scales were of an eighth grade level. A 
more accurate indication of the actual spelling abilities 
of the better spellers would have been possible through 
the use of a more difficult word list for them.
The use of the Spelling Magic workbook, Book 2,̂  
may produce effective results in a spelling class where the 
pupils are having severe difficulty in developing basic 
phonetic generalizations. This book, written by the 
authors of the text and stripfilms used in this study are 
intended to be used when necessary in conjunction with and 
as a supplement to the regular spelling program for the 
purpose of helping the pupils to develop vrord analysis 
skills which are basic to effective spelling and reading 
habits.
^William Kottmeyer and May Lambader, Spelling Magic (St. Louis 3: Webster Publishing Company, 1951)» PP» 1-62.
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Such a program as this would be of more value to 
the pupils if it were started at the beginning of the 
school year. The results from the previous spring’s 
spelling achievement test could then be used to estimate 
the pre-program spelling abilities of the pupils at the 
beginning of the school term.
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THRES LISTS OF EQUALLY DIFFICULT WORDS , SELECTED FROM THE NEW IOWA SPELLING SCALES'̂
One list should be used at the beginning of the school year and another at the end, (Three lists are included so that a test may also be administered at the close of a semester's work, if desired. ) In giving the test, say the word, use it in a sentence, then repeat the word.
The results of the first test will indicate the general ability of the class, and it will help the teacher to discover those pupils who probably need special help during the year. A comparison of median class scores on the two (or three) tests will suggest the relative growth of the class as a whole, and a comparison of each individual's scores will suggest the extent of his growth in spelling skill.
LIST A
absolutely accommodate administration campus certificate declaration extraordinary evidently consequently estateunfortunately connection unnecessary university subscription 
appreciate valuation
hygiene pageantillustration pardoninduce pre ssurehobby recommendkindergarten professionalextremely sufficientmuseaum securitymemory sympathyoperation inferiororchestra solutionfamiliar wildernessbooklet appearanceresign vicinityfarewell automaticamendment vitalwarehouse involvedwhale
^May Lambader and William Kottmeyer, New Goals in 
Spelling 8 (Teachers' Edition; St. Louis: Webster
Publishing Company, 1955)* viii.
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LIST B
agricultural cordially parliamentaffectionately imagination provisionbookkeeping install qualifiedcanary junior recommendationconceal furthermore refrigeratordemocratic luxury substantialexecutive mysteriously shoneemergency mature substitutedfraternity minor triumphgeneration license thronescissors definition varnishbrake inn approvalefficient appeal registrationhonorable stationary confederationsupreme applicant quoteattitude slavery politicalsuperior plantation
LIST C
attorney colonel privilegeacquainted immortal percentageauthority insurance proceedscanyon inasmuch repre sentativecongratulate completion recognitiondiameter legislature re staurantembroidery institution spiritualexceedingly maintain scholarshipcorrespondence missionary tremendousdeparture warrant theoryestimated pilgrims enjoyablegraduation within argument
initiation costume cocoonadvisable excess headquarterswelfare skiing policydelicious abuse povertyexpedition appointment
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THE MOST IMPORTANT WORDS IN READING AND SPELLING
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
w
¥. J. Osburn
UNIVERSIIY BOOK STORE 
U326 University Way 
Seattle Washington
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THE MOST IMPORTANT WORDS IN SPELLING ARRANGED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
It is a common complaint of uppergrade and High School teachers that seme of 
their pupils "cannot spell a thing". But it never is quite that bad; and the 
poorest speller can improve his spelling by concentrating on a few of the words 
that he will need most often in his social and business correspondence. This list 
includes 1156 of these words. The figures following each word indicate the impor­
tance of the word. They are derived from Horn’s "A Basic Writing Vocabulary"
published by the University of lov/a,
HOW TO USE THE LIST
The first thing to do in dealing with a very poor speller is to find out just
which of the most important words he can spell. There are always a goodly number
of such words. This will give the pupil a considerable boost in morale and will 
prove that he is not without hope. Any person who has learned how to spell one 
word can le a m  another. During the year this information should be ascertained 
for each pupil. Perhaps the quickest way to get started is to stage an old fash­
ioned spelling match, involving the poorest spellers only. Appoint a secretary 
to record the words missed who misses each one. Ask each pupil to get someone 
to give out portions of the list to him from time to time so that he may learn 
just which of these words he has yet to learn. Have him study these words, get 
a retest on them and keep a record headed "Words I have learned this Week",
These procedures will work where most others fail. With them you can bring hope 
to the hopeless. Then they will learn to spell.
Teachers of lower grades can use the list in a similar way but they will 
need to select the words suitable to their grades.
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Adapted from Horn's A Basic Writing Vocabulary. (The frequencies of use show the 
relative value of the words).
I. VJords of One Syllable
1. I 715,130 46. has 49,864 91. must 20,0022. the 560,6oi 47. or 49,578 92. sir 19,9443. and 519,583 48. there 49,501 93. should 19,889u. to 496,776 49. us 47,444 94. their 19,6615. a 359,119 50. good 47,120 95. same 19,497
6. you 338,812 51. just 45,001 96. give 18,820
7. of 332,710 52. by 44,658 97. find 18,805S. we 232,770 53. up 44,584 98. sent 18,770
9. for 204,320 54. day 43,935 99. who 18,70810. it 203,289 55. much 43,704 100. school 18,528
11. is 185,785 56. out 42,542 101. take 13,24912. your 181,840 57. her 42,314 102. new 17,982
13. have 179,625 58. yours 39,968 103. let 17,257
I k . will 154,838 59. well 39,300 104. year 16,436
15. be 147,612 60. an 39,160 105. hope 16,431
16. are 141,147 61, here 39,034 106. first 16,323
17. not 130,621 62. them 38,300 107. week 16,164
18. as 123,469 63. see 35,946 108. wish 16,137
19. at 116,263 64. go 34,761 109. thing 15,94120. this 108,806 65. what 33,522 110. Mr. 15,512
21. with 106,784 66. come 32,588 111. way 15,33122. but 102,646 67. were 32,302 112. want 15,277
23. on 100,396 68. no 29,099 113. home 15,17124. if 93,437 69. did 27,744 114. these 14, 606
25. all 91,568 70. think 27,447 115. next 14,519
26. so '90,568 71. say 27,439 116. love 14,437
27. me 85,505 72. please 27,303 117. use 14,188
26. was 84,035 73. him 27,153 lie. few 13,806
29. my 76,257 74. his 26,409 119. hear 13,746
30. had 72,081 75. got 26,239 120. night 13,226
31. our 71,355 76. make 25,605 121. back 13,089
32. from 70,382 77. may 25, 266 122. soon 13,086
33. one . 66,588 78. two 23,475 123. how 13,079
34. time 66,396 79. send 23,287 124. such 12,836
35. am 66,186 80. work 22,191 125. thank 12,759
36. he 65,157 81. could 22,101 126. course 12,722
37. get 60,525 82. dear 22,031 127. old 12,529
38. been 57,282 33. made 21,896 128. feel 12,435
39. can 55,507 84. glad 21,896 129. best 12,199
4o. would 55,163 35. like 21.477 130. note 12,193
41. she 54,766 86. last 21,356 131. check 11,807
42. when 54, 326 87. shall 21,125 132. yet 11,803
43. they 51,999 88. more 21,097 133. put 11,726
44. which 50,721 89. too 20,271 134. great 11,713
45. some 49,999 90. write 20,248 135. man 11,575
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136, right li,U99 186. girl 7,191 236. ten 4,999137. since 11,160 187. bed 7,079 237. asked 4,939136. th.'in 10,989 188. mall 7,002 233. told 4,969
139. long 10,930 189. fact 6,999 239. beg 4,940lirO. car 10,888 190. lot 6,960 240. size 4,892
llA. said 10,8L3 191. need 6,830 241. book 4,891I'i2. three io,7U9 192. came 6,829 242. change 4,809m3. book . 10,713 193. No. (number)6,626 243. cost 4,794urn. then 10,468 194. men 6,977 244. short 4,790iU5. its 10,278 195. trust 6,999 249. charge 4,736
1U6. place 10,242 196. years 6,471 246. class 4,77411+7. date 10,266 197. past 6,470 247. run 4,690
1L8. tell 10,091 198. stock 6,429 248. Mrs. 4,689m9. sure 10,066 199. life 6,421 249. stay 4,634190. each 9,978 200. high 6,363 290. young 4,984
191. days '",694 201. why 6,349 291. small 4,992
192. kind 9,610 202. fine 6,312 292. paid 4,936
193. ask 9,707 203. though 6,224 293. world 4,93019Û. off 9,688 204. knew 6,182 294. buy 4,462
199. house 9,690 209. seems 6,177 2-99. goods 4,434
196. through 9,617 206. help 6,111 296. large 4,428
197. most 9,916 207. bill 6,087 297. gone 4,330
196. once 9,lt63 208. close 6,098 298. five 4,313
199. big 9,364 209. guess 9,999 299. prompt 4,289160, own 9,329 210. room. 9,994 260. can’t 4 ,246
161. part 9,239 211. wrote 9,990 261. didn't 4,241162. state 9,072 212. hard 9,901 262. near 4,236
163. pay 9,099 213. far 9,874 263. due 4,234I6i4. quite 8,896 214. list 9,890 264. whole 4,179
169. try 8,943 219. heard 9,793 269. box 4,110
166. boy 8,328 216. called 9,770 266, shipped 4 .09;
167. bad 8,770 217. nice 9,736 267. those 4,084
168. while 8,791 218. four 9,723 268. set 4,061
169. might 6,602 219. read 9,667 269. gave 4,037
170. care 8,967 220. le ave 9,674 270. less 4,018
171. v;ent 8,484 221. saw 9,662 271. rest 4,009
172. call 8,479 222. mind 9,972 272. card 3,993
173. yes 8 ,262 223. six 9,990 273. cut 3,987
17L. hand 8,299 224. bring 9,937 274. half 3,866
179. month 8,.148 229. found 9,489 279. war 3,892
176. still 9,093 226. town 9,389 276. things 3,343
177. look 8,0).,8 227, left 9,373 277. weeks 3,792
178. friend 7,931 22:',. seem 9,362 273. where 3,707
179. oleased 7,893 229. used 9,246 279. talk 3,634
160. case 7,899 230. show 9,189 280. Olay 3 ,99:)
TÛT 1 . - _ —. -, '’03 231. bank 9,198 231. took 3,9113 232. meet 9,100 282. cold 3,909
Ü 233. end 9,091 283. job 3,5041 234. least 9,008 284. sick 3,414;9 239. full 4,999 289. months 3,931
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286. side 3,427 336. lines 2,564 386. hot . 1,984287. mean 3,421 337. street 2,558 387. hours 1,979hold 3,404 338. style 2,547 388. free 1,959289. seen 3,404 339. wire 2,525 389. fair 1,950290. bit 3,373 340. means 2,524 390. sort 1,941
291. deal 3,366 .341. reach 2,508 391. till 71,922292. eat 3,335 342. fine 2,484 392. wife 1,922293. sales 3,319 343. lost 2,465 393. f ace 1,91129U. girls 3,268 344. light 2,li44 394. chance 1,910
298. plan 3,215 345. makes 2,430 395. fear, . 1,910
296. friends 3,130 346. wait 2,395 396. fur 1,909297. point 3,096 347. June 2,390 397. words 1,8882?3. hot 3,095 348. met 2,390 398. eye ■ 1,872
299. else 3,04.9 349. ma 2,371 399. clear 1 ,970
300. placed 2,990 350. won* t 2,371 400. sheet 1,853
301. fall 2,979 351. sold 2,356 401. tills 1,647
302. f orm 2,964 352. train 2,347 402. hiss 1,826
303. trip 2,933 353. low 2,334 403. fit 1,816
304. board 2,932 354. law 2,334 404. health :i\, ,'96
305. freight 2,920 355. says 2,326 405. isn* t i;788
306. red ' 2,011 356. view 2,322 406. fire 1,785
307. pa 2,892 357. lots 2,236 407. shown 1,782303. late 2,88g 358. brought 2,246 408. known 1,774309. white 2,850 359. add 2,225 409. seemed 1,772310. ship 2,840 360. hands 2,199 410. sign 1,765
311. chance 2,829 361. talked 2,195 411. win 1,760
312. claim 2 ,'82 < 362. file 2,186 412. act • 1,760
313. rate 2,823 363. stop 2,171 413. terms 1,753
31L. live 2,810 364. worth 2,170 4x4. fat . 1,741
31$. spring 2,810 365. black 2 ,161 415. signed 1,732
316. land 2,734 366. g.ame 2,151 416.
»
couldn’t 1,729
317. start 2,765 367. turn 2,143 417. machine 1,728313. oh ** 2,761 368. stand 2,1245 418. plans .1,725
319. head 2,759 369. true 2,144 419. wrong 1,71.5320. word " 2,757 370. cause 2,142 ]+20. quote - 1,706
321. church 2,741 371. page 2,141 421. teach 1,694
322. grade 2,740 372. thanks 2,123 422. eight 1,687
323. ouĵ ht 2,718 373. held 2,109 423. age : , 1,66932U. ' reached 2,697 37lt. club 2,092 424. etc. 1,^7
32s. Sell 2,685 375. farm 2,087 425. spend
326. poor 2,672 376. arm 2,075 426. fee •‘r'V . •■ 1,650
327. store 2,668 377. child 2,072 427. hay 1,650
328. times 2,665 378. serve 2,057 428. post 1,642
329, heart 2,651 379. felt 2,056 429. touch - 1,636
330. news 2,646 380. hour 2,049 430. strong 1,634
331, learn 2,608 381. looked 2,034 431. parts 1,630
332. boys 2,604 392. suit 2,017 432. goes ■ 1,618
333. mine 2,597 383. cash 2,007 433. cars 1,612
331'. file 2,583 384. blue 2,006 . 434. miss ■1,611
33 S. whom 2,578 385. speak 2,006 435. folks V,602
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U36, road 1,601 1+86. wants 1.11+2
Ù37. third 1,598 1+87. drop 1,139U38. miles 1,587 1+88. ride 1,130
mailed 1,581+ 1+89. fast 1,117WfO. tried 1,570 1+90. dry 1,111+
tired 1,561 1+91. son 1,111+
Uh2. spent 1,557 1+92. worked 1,110
hh3. turned 1,552 1+93. watch 1,101+plant 1,51+7 I+9I+. changed 1,100kept 1,512 1+95. owe 1,096
W 46. front 1,501 1+96. hate 1,090
UU7- brought 1,1+96 1+97. grades 1,066
hhS. sleep 1,1+86 1+98. south 1,081+
ifi+9. passed 1,1+76 1+99. stayed 1,083LSo. save 1,1+73 500. oil 1,062
a<i. kid 1,1+63 501. thinks 1,075L$2. rain 1,1+62 502, plain 1,071+
LS3. filled 1,1+59 503. round 1,067
h$k. eyes 1,1+59 501+. judge 1,061
floor 1,1+37 505. noon 1,061
h$6. give 1,1+21 506. raise 1,059
h$7. ground 1,1+19 507. shows 1,053
i+58. notes 1,1+00 508. east 1,039
U59. walk 1,1+39 509. names 1,039
hoO. warm 1,387 510. prove 1,038
I461. hair 1,375 511. term 1,037
U62. sense 1,368 512. thus 1,032
L63. states 1,367 513. rush 1,031
trade 1,356 511+. ground 1,031
none 1,31+1+ 515. fail 1,026
1+66. length 1,326 516. yard 1,022
I467. field 1,326 517. worked 1,021
1+68. wouldn•t 1,319 518. played 1,009
1+69. move 1,315 519. moved 1,000
1+70. west 1,315
1+71. wear 1,312
1+72. truth 1,312
1+73. looks 1,307
I+7I+. worse 1,287
1+75. weight 1, 272
1+76. pass 1,21+9
1+77. who se 1,21+9
1+78- nine 1,211
1+79. sit 1,191
1+80. net 1,191
1+81. top 1,191
i+82. pen 1,191
1+63. green 1,179
1+61+. lay 1,162
1+85. points 1,155
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1. very 80,090
II.
51.
Two-Syllable Words 
into 9,122 101. either 5,3182. letter 56,706 52. having 9,046 102. prices 5,2643. about 52,898 53. ever 8,814 103. coming 5,208
h. any 51,010 54. truly 8 793 104. meeting 5,179order if0,255 55. reply 8,745 105. request 5,150
6. over 25,6U8 56. able 8,66o 106. question 5,1447. received 2lf,931 57. money 8,383 107. subject 5,0808. before 24,370 58. making 8,234 108. address 5,028
9, after 23,016 59. expect 7,880 109. against 4,93810. other 20,766 60. even 7,866 110. happy 4,773
11. also 20,227 61. writing 7,825 111. dinner 4,75912. only 19,621 62. nothing 7,770 112. enclose 4,69713. little 19 ; 176 63. favor 7,747 113. real 4,624lit. matter 18,899 64. something 7,570 114. busy 4,585IS. going 18,605 65. getting 7,522 115. almost 4,538
16. again 15,820 66. given 7,399 116. Sunday 4,52017. return 14,609 67. balance 7,391 117. weather 4,50518. copy 14,202 68. answer 7,319 118. early- 4,471
19. being 13,658 69. therefore 7,036 119. open 4,40820. because 13,077 70. returned 6,993 120. letters 4,373
21. until 13,061 71. during 6,691 121. perhaps 4,29722. better 12,906 72. city 6,929 122. second 4,276
23. today 12,901 73. pretty 6,896 123. accept 4,2302U. believe 12,847 74. future 6,882 124. giving 4,214
25. present 12,572 75. whether 6,853 125. within 4,206
26. amount 11,873 76. forward 6,770 126. wanted 4,18327. many 11,774 77. sorry 6,763 127. complete 4,15928. never 11,772 78. regard 6,652 128. furnish 4,075
29. cannot 11,634 79. above 6,531 129. Monday 4,04130. shipment 11,505 80. thanking 6,518 130. regret 4,009
31. advised 11,418 81. pleasure 6,488 131. delay 3,972
32. enclosed 11,173 82. written 6,478 132. looking 3,98133. receipt 10,935 83. away 6,422 133. surely 3,975
3h, always 10,874 84. paper 6,392 134. orders 3,967
35. upon 10,739 85. further 6,232 135. ordered 3,852
36. morning 10,560 86. desire 6,273 136. Friday 3,948
37. business 10,548 87. taken 6,251 137. ready 3,88938. number 10,523 88. suppose 6,220 138. between 3,848
39. people 10,454 89. doing 5,899 139. offer 3,823UO. receive 10,358 90. cover 5,806 140. recent 3,796
11. mother 9,983 91. payment 5,717 141. invoice 3,790L2. enough 9,979 92. special 5,687 142. pronptly 3,764
If 3. credit 9,954 93. statement 5,642 143. country 3,749
UU. ago 9,871 94. remain 5,627 144. indeed 3,738
If5. without 9,680 95. along 5,544 145. records 3,689
office 9,664 96. myself 5,470 146 contract 3,684
hi. under 9,630 97. reason 5,446 4L7. taking 3,670
18. service 9,515 98. around 5,442 l48. except 3,668
ii9. herewith 9,206 99. report 5,408 149. express 3,581
50. sending 9,135 100. summer 5,367 150. later 3,572
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151. value 3,561 201. water 2,491 251. issue 1,998152. party 3,499 202. expense 2,484 252. awful 1,985153. winter 3,445 203. reading 2,481 253. August 1,984154. direct 3,406 204. wonder 2,479 254. cases ■ 1,980155. • visit 3,402 205. started 2,460 255. referred 1,978
156. * writer 3,399 206. others 2,458 256. brother 1,977157. anxious 3,364 207. among 2,456 257. carried 1,972158. notice- ' 3,364 308. record 2,454 258. person 1,968159. college 3,362 209. carry 2,426 259. mentioned 1,966160. notice - 3,343 210. action 2,425 260. himself 1,952
l6i. attached 3,341 211. married 2,413 261. charges 1,950
162. children 3,269 212. teacher 2,396 262. inform 1,943163. unless 3,261 213. sister 2,353 263. market 1,930164. certain 3,248 214. refer 2,334 264. trying 1,909165. yourself 3,202 215. oblige 2,315 265. extra 1,904
l66. although 3,191 216. error 2,304 266. begin 1,895167. advance 3,187 217. trusting 2,295 267. attend 1,383163. greatly 3,182 218. matters 2,288 268. become 1,865
169. picture 3,172 219. season 2,287 269. dollars 1,852170. haven't 3,115 220. alone 2,270 270. o'clock 1,849
171. asking 3,000 221. calling 2.264 271. mention 1,823172. wishes 3,110 222. arrange 2,260 272. local 1,822173. careful 3,098 223. dozen 2,260 273. arrive 1,810
174. July ■ 3,020 224. purchase 2,252 274. pleasant 1,807175. building 2,987 225. showing 2,252 275. willing 1,802
176. working 2,969 226. Thursday 2,225 276. basis 1, ,'71177. hundred 2,946 227. secure 2,218 277. longer 1,768178. instead 2,942 228. furnish 2,200 278. music 1,761
179. item 2,931 229. thousand 2,199 279. woman 1,759180. correct 2 ,924 230. purpose 2,194 280. members 1,754
181. April 2,892 231. fully 2,184 281. living 1,752
182. advised 2,686 232. sometimes 2,188 282. fellows 1,750
183. assure 2,880 233. success 2,177 283. teachers 1,745
184. often 2,872 234. shipping 2,173 284. effort 1,734
185. suggest 2,858 235. afraid 2,156 285. machine 1,728
186. nearly 2,843 236. re gards 2,152 286. teaching 1,725
187. dated 2,826 237. discount 2,149 287. power 1,713
188. copies 2,809 238. handle 2,137 288. allow 1,712
189. sample 2,799 239. effect 2,130 289. Wednesday 1,707190, hoping 2,764 240. stated 2,125 290. story 1,706
191. proper 2,760 241. total 2,101 291. moment 1,700
192. f ather 2,759 242. forget 2,097 292. maybe 1,697
193. feeling 2,733 243. JTm^8ay 2,094 293. twenty 1,671
194. hardly 2,729 244. lovely 2,087 294. decide 1,671
195. items 2,720 245. addressed 2,051 295. woman 1,665
196. public 2,678 246. entire 2,047 296. handling 1,655
197. study 2,627 247. enjoy 2,046 297. saying 1,642
198. papers 2,590 248. fellow 2,046 298. agree 1,634
199. to-night 2,531 249. manner 2,028 299. finish 1,633200. excuse 2,505 250. thinking 2,011 300. program 1,030
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301. seven 1,620 351. mistake 1,334 401. prepared 1,103302. practice 1,606 352. stating 1,325 402. honor 1,103303. agent 1,599 353. putting 1,324 403. splendid 1,102304. standard 1,593 354- informed 1,321 4o4. answered 1,101305. county 1,593 355. instance 1,319 4o5. merely 1,095
306, result 1,589 356. keeping 1,316 406, absence 1,094307. leaving 1,554 357. easy 1,313 407. former 1,092308. latter 1,551 358. somewhat 1,310 408. desired 1,089309. follow 1,551 359. fifty 1,302 409. behind 1,088310. obliged 1,548 360. minute 1,297 410, sooner 1,088
311. lady 1,540 361. besides 1,296 411. students 1,084312. sometime 1,530 362, figure 1,296 412. furnish 1,084313. using 1,520 363. ^8  tern 1,291 413. seeing 1,083311*. questions 1,519 364. selling 1,284 414. happened 1,076315. covered 1,504 365. itself 1,281 4i5. event 1,075
316. common 1,498 366. member 1,272 4l6. kindness 1,072317. required 1,490 367. enj oyed 1,269 417. quiet 1,060318. places 1,486 368. obtain 1,268 418. arrive 1,052319. nature 1,486 369. lonesome 1,265 419. greater 1,049320. minutes 1,485 370. entered 1,265 420. duty 1,048
321. surprised 1,479 371. promise 1,258 421. railroad 1,048322. planning 1,473 372. district 1,249 422. section 1,047
323, Judgment 1,471 373. heavy 1,242 423. worry 1,045324. package 1,467 374. talking 1,241 424. flowers 1,041
325. appear 1,463 375. perfect 1,239 425. broken i,o4i
326. knowledge 1,459 376. results 1,237 426. crazy 1,035
327. baby 1,455 377. single 1,234 427. listed 1,034328. shipments 1,453 378. require 1, 212 428. instant 1,028
329. locate 1,444 379. supper 1,195 429. issued 1,027
330. funny 1,443 380. hearing 1,192 430. color 1,026
331. increase 1,432 381. volume 1,187 431. Christmas 1,013332. running 1,423 382. classes 1,187 432. beyond 1,009
333. happen 1,419 383. cancel 1,180 433. mamma 1,007
334. apply 1,417 384. welcome 1,174 434. wishing 1,006
335. exchange l,4l4 385. themselves 1,165 435. telling 1,006
336. thirty 1,412 386. figures 1,157 436. plenty 1,005
337. waiting 1,410 387. across 1,154 437. concerned 1,003338. advance 1,399 388. explain 1,151 438. handled 1,000
339. couple 1,399 389. table 1,14734o. include 1,387 390. prefer l,i46
341. reports 1,377 391. numbers 1,138342. a3 lowed 1,372 392. lately 1,138
343. station 1,370 393. respect 1,136
344. holding 1,367 394. window 1,130
345. accounts 1,366 395. promised 1,125
- • ' 2 396. needed 1,120
9 397. mighty 1,117
7 398. surprise 1,111
7 399. birthday 1,111a 400. enter 1,104
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1. attention 17,004 46. wonderful 2,846 91.2. every 13,653 47. family 2,822 92.3. possible 11,661 48. forwarded 2,613 93.4. comoany 11,276 4 9. idea 2,799 94.5. another 9,276 50. requested 2,741 95.
6. interest 9,065 51. convenience 2,707 96.7. anything 8,495 52. instructions 2,654 97.8. yesterday 8,262 53. recently 2,599 98.9. regarding 7,662 54. entirely 2,568 99.10. enclosing 7,120 55. catalog 2,527 100.
11, department 7,028 56. usual 2,507 101.12. certainly 6,011 57. beautiful 2,496 102.13. really . 6,280 58. decided 2,397 103.l4« several 6,158 59. merchandise 2,393 104.
15. understand 6,091 60. possibly 2,359 105.
16. covering 6,052 61. opinion 2,352 106.-
17. . following 5,362 62. October 2,334 107.
18. reference 5,246 63. policy 2,292 108.
19. probably 5,221 64. collection 2,256 109.20. general 5,203 65. vacation 2,239 110.
21. afternoon 5,148 66. inquiry 2,205 111.22. position 5,086 67. advantage 2,188 112.
23. returning 4,860 68. customer 2,168 113.
24. remember 4,715 69. concerning 2,137 114.
25. unable • 4 ,636 70. according 2,132 115.
26, already 4,555 71. f actory 2,112 116.
27. remittance 4,456 72. difference 2,100 117.
28. Saturday 4,366 73. government 2,053 118.
29. replying 3,970 74. beginning 2,010 119.
30. correction 3,723 75. anyway 1,981 120.
31. different 3,718 76. accordance 1,953 121.
32. sincerely 3,665 77. imagine 1,941 122.33. together 3,508 78. adjustment 1,936 123.
34. to-morrow 3,464 79. relative 1,916 124.35. consider 3,355 80. approval 1,879 125.
36. condition 3,341 81. insurance 1,871 126.
37. December 3,317 82. whatever 1,857 127/
38. November 3,298 83. September 1,853 128.39. separate 3,044 84. settlement 1,845 129.
40. acknowledge 3,041 85. earliest 1,817 130.
41. gentlemen 2,984 86. receiving 1,812 131.
42, personal 2,949 87. history 1,780 132.
43. regular 2^929 88. definite 1,770 133.
44. president 2,874 89. answeri ng 1,742 134.
45. experience 2,867 90. Imoortant 1,740 135.
expected 1,69U
carefully 1,633 
arrangement 1,648 
realize 1,649
delivered 1,643
including
character
equipment
manager
various
advising
article
otherwise
property
envelope
1,603
1,599
1,569
1,562
1,555
1,554
1,550
1,535
1,523
1,525
national ' l,5l4 
continue - 1,4?8 
division 1,448 
addition  ̂ 1,426
requirements l,4l5
period
“apening
exactly
similar
average
properly
entitled
satisfied
intended
forwarding
extremely
perfectly
occasion
includedamounting
excellent
awaiting
telegram
serious
commission
quality
lovingly
awfully
assistance
successful
1,406
1,397
1,387
1,379
1,351
1,347
1,345
1,339
1,329
1,315
1,314
1,3111,289
1,2731,268
1,252
1,2511,249
1,2251,212
1,200
1,172
1,171
1,1551,146
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136. wondering 1,139
137. sufficient 1,12k138. finally 1,100
139. credited 1,088
lliO. recommend l,0k6
Ihl. suggestion l,0k8
li+2. whenever l,0k8
1À3. considered 1,032
1134. extension 1,031
ikS. suggested 1,02^
Ih6 . previous 1,021
Ik?. agreement 1,002
138. completed 1,000
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17. Words of Four or More Syllables
1. inf ormation 12,2Sh
2. appreciate 8,523
3. necessary 7,Ull
U. material 6,396
S. satisfactory 6,133
6. interested 5,336
7. everything U,ii58
8. opportunity U,U55
9. January U,U2310. additional 2,890
11. especially 2,87012. experience 2,867
13. particular 2,806
lit. interesting 2,8oU
15. original 2,655
16. consideration 2,5U6
17. correspondence 2,U9518. appreciated 2,li5l19. application 2,38720. immediate 2,385
21. situation 1,99722. impossible 1,992
23. considerable 1,979
2U. advertising 1,792
25. proposition 1,761
26. memorandum 1,690
27. university 1,65128. examination 1,55U
29. secretary 1,551
30. particularly 1,531
31. absolutely 1,50332. everybody 1,U96
33. understanding 1,U73
3h. educati on 1,1:56
35. co-operation 1,1:22
36. association 1,1:03
37. territory 1,1:03
38. ci r cums t anc e s 1,356
39. satisfaction 1,352
ho. representative 1,351
Ul. transportation 1,272
h2. superintends nt 1,11:2
h3. practically 1,135society 1,090
L5. accordingly 1,081
it6. certificate 1,055
hi. literature 1,01:6
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